A novel two dimensional rotating agglomerator was developed to carry out the flow induced phase inversion (FIPI) based granulation. The process in this agglomerator shows that a continuous paste flow (mixed with liquid binder and primary particles) is extruded into the interstice of two relatively rotating disks, as the paste becomes solidified due to the loss of heat to the disks, it is then broken into granules by the shearing force imposed by the rotating disk. Experimental measurements have shown that the size of these granules is enlarged along the positive radial direction of the disks. It is also found that these granules contain approximately the same quantity of binder in terms of its volume fraction. The paper thus proposes a population balance (PB) model to describe the growth of the granules by considering a size independent agglomeration kernel. The PB simulated results are found to be well capable of describing the change of the particle size distribution (PSD) of the granules in the radial direction. This study also proposes a velocity profile for the paste flow and attempts to establish a quantitative relationship between the granulation rate and the deformation rate as this would help us understand the mechanism of the agglomeration. It is hoped that this study would be used to improve the design of the agglomerator and to assure the control of the process and the granular product quality.
Introduction

FIPI
FIPI is a flow phenomenon in which a continuous phase turns into a dispersed phase, and correspondingly a dispersed phase turns into a continuous phase when the volume ratio of the continuous phase to the dispersed phase is varied from time to time during flow. In the applications of this mechanism , generic processes of the agglomeration of solids and liquids and the emulsification of highly viscous resins were developed. The approach adopted in these FIPI processes represents a fundamental shift from agglomeration and emulsification techniques; i.e., the composition and concentration of the process streams are chosen in such a way that the processing is carried out in a highly viscous state, thus requiring the use of high torque mixing-processing equipment such as extruders and compounders; and the final products were obtained when FIPI occurs.
In order to achieve phase inversion during flow, high deformation rates and stresses should be present, which are obtained in continuous processes and in highly viscous materials. Therefore, these FIPI based techniques can be regarded as process intensifications in structured materials in which the restrictions on the thermodynamic state variables (temperature, composition and concentration) are relaxed by imposing a selective mechanical energy field (deformation state variable) during processing (Akay, 1995) .
Previous research (Paul, 1979; Gaylord, 1989) regarding phase inversion was mostly concerned with emulsions of two immiscible liquid phases. Because such systems are thermodynamically unstable, mechanical mixing is mostly required. It was also shown (Lissant, 1974) that the maximum volume fraction of the dispersed phase in an emulsion system could reach 74% before the dispersed phase turned into the continuous phase. However, for a FIPI process that particles are involved, the maximum random packing of rigid, monosize spheres is reduced to 63% (Milewski, 1987; German, 1989) . It was also claimed (Wildemuth and Williams, 1984) that dispersions containing solid particles with broad or multimodal size distributions can result in a more efficient Page 3 of 30 A c c e p t e d M a n u s c r i p t 3 particle packing thus increasing the value of the maximum volumetric packing fraction to above 63%.
The influence of flow on phase inversion in emulsions was investigated , which showed in an unambiguous manner that both the type (i.e. simple shear or extensional shear) and deformation rate as well as fluid microstructure are important. However, phase inversion in multiple polymer systems is not as well understood as it is in emulsions. The tendency for the high viscosity phase to become the continuous phase has been studied (Nielsen, 1974) in the preparation of inverted composites. It was also suggested (Ghijsels and Raadsen, 1980; Van de Vegt and Elmendorp, 1986 ) that fluids with finite yield stress, i.e. extremely large viscosity at very low shear rates, tend to form the continuous phase at small concentrations. These studies have shown that for a FIPI process especially with high viscosity, mixing conditions and energy dissipation determine when the phase inversion takes place, which is critical to obtain the desired products.
FIPI based agglomerations
The application of FIPI to the agglomeration of powders was studied (Akay et al., 1998) with aluminium oxide as the primary particles and polyethylene glycol (PEG) and citric acid acting as the coating materials. It was suggested that the phase volume of powders at phase inversion is related to the binder molecular weight as well as the processing conditions. Based on the understanding of FIPI, a two dimensional rotating agglomerator was developed (Akay, 2000; Akay et al., 2002) . This technique is operated under nonisothermal conditions, in which the granules are obtained from a melt fill binder well mixed with primary particles. When the melt fill is going through the equipment with nonisothermal control, the granules at the nuclei stage are formed from the solidification of the melt fill under deformation. Then these nucleated granules start growing with the flow produced by the centrifugal pressure and the pumping from an extruder.
The phase inversion occurs from a binder continuous state to a granule continuous state.
The work presented in this paper is concerned with the growth of the granules in such a technique using a steady state PB modelling to describe the change of PSD in radial direction. A Page 4 of 30 A c c e p t e d M a n u s c r i p t 4 velocity profile of the paste and particle flow is thus proposed to establish the PB equation and to introduce a stress induced mechanical deformation rate into the granulation rate for the interpretation of the stress energy dependence of the agglomeration process.
PB modelling
PB modelling has been widely used in describing the change of PSD in particulate processes.
The PB equation was originated from the work of von Smoluchowski (1917) and then properly derived and analysed by Hulbert and Katz (1964) . PB modelling has been applied to describing many aspects of crystallisation (Randolph and Larson, 1988) , granulation and other particulate processes (Hounslow, 1998; Ramkrishna, 2000) .
The PB equation is a continuity equation allowing a statistical description of particle processes in which the properties of a group of particles change with time and positions. These properties are frequently some measure of particle size and number of particles. In most of cases, there is no analytical solution to the equation; therefore, numerical methods are required (Ramkrishna, 2000) .
A discretisation technique was developed using the finite difference method (Hounslow et al., 1988; Hill and Ng, 1995) and is the technique used in this paper to produce the PB simulated PSDs in a Mathematica package (DPB, Hounslow, University of Sheffield).
Experimental
Model of the processing unit
The processing unit is shown in Fig. A of the appendix and can also be found in the publication of Akay et al. (2002) . Fig. 1 shows a model of the main processing unit of the equipment based on which the velocity profile and PB modelling can then be established.
( Fig. 1) In Fig. 1 , R (=15cm) is the radius of the two disks. The top disk is fixed and the bottom disk is rotating with an angular velocity . The gap between the two disks is 2b (b=3.75mm). In the centre of the top disk, there is a cylindrical entry with radius 0 r (=7mm) for the paste to be extruded and to flow into the space between the two disks with the rate of the flow denoted as Q. 
Production of granules
A well-mixed and steadily extruded paste flow passes through the entry cylinder of the top disk and reaches the bottom disk. With the shearing force imposed by the rotation of the bottom disk, the paste flows radially and tangentially in the space between the two disks. Due to the difference of the temperature between the paste and the disks, the convective heat transfer takes place from the paste to the disks while the paste is flowing radially from the middle to the edge of the disks. When the temperature of the paste drops to the solidification point, the paste starts to break up into the nucleus granules. Fig. 2 shows the temperature region where the pastes become solidified for different mass contents of PEG10000 (Akay et al., 2002) .
As can be seen from Fig. 2 , for the paste with 25% mass content of PEG10000, the temperature span of the solidification from start (10 wt% of paste solidified) to completion of (95 wt% of paste solidified) is about 5C from 48C to 43C. This temperature range allows the paste to solidify (before phase inversion) in a transition state (being solidified but not completely solidified) so that when the granular nuclei are produced (after the phase inversion) these nuclei can still agglomerate.
Thus, the temperature of the paste when it is flowing into the central entry of the top disk is set to be 70C. The temperatures for the top and bottom disks are set to be 52C and 45C, respectively.
As the temperature of the paste is controlled by the two disks after it entered into the interstice between the two disks and the paste is still kept in its transition state, it is thus thought the viscosity A c c e p t e d M a n u s c r i p t 6 of the binder in the temperature range controlled by the disks does not change significantly therefore does not have large impact on changing the agglomeration rate of the granules. It was found that there was a paste area around the centre of the bottom disk after phase inversion occurred and granular nuclei are produced. The radius of the paste area is measured and found to be 9cm for Q 1 but 10.4cm for Q 2 . The granules for Q 1 were collected and sampled at r = 9.0cm, 10.4cm, 11.5cm, 12.5cm and 14.0cm, respectively; nevertheless, for Q 2 they were collected at r = 10.4cm, 11.5cm, 12.5cm and 14.0cm, respectively. The size distributions of these samples were then measured using Camsizer (Retsch Technology, 2000) .
Measurements and results
Total number and mass mean size of granules
Two sets of results as shown in Fig. 3 were obtained after the Camsizer measurement for Q 1 and Q 2 , respectively.
( 
where n(r, l) is the number density of granules with size l in diameter at the position r. So, 0 m is corresponding to the Zeroth Moment. The mean size is defined as:
The mass mean is l 4,3 . The Moments and the mean sizes were only the functions of radius because of the steady state process.
As can been seen from Fig. 3 , the decrease of the total number and the growth of the mean size of granules with radius indicates a process of agglomeration.
Binder distribution in granule size
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The binder volume fraction was also calculated according to:
are the volumes of the binder and the solid in the granules with size l sampled at position r, respectively.
To measure the volume content of binder for the granules in different sizes, the collected samples at each position r after size distribution measurement with Camsizer were then sieved into 18 size classes from 0.1 to 3.0mm. For these granules in each size class, after their total mass has been measured, they were then taken into a furnace for binder elimination. It was normally a 7-8 hour process for the binder to be burnt out of the granules in the temperature around 450 C inside the furnace while the primary particles (CaCO 3 ) are not affected. The mass of the granules inside the furnace was monitored, when it remains not changing for several hours, after the furnace cooled down, the granules were then taken out the furnace and their mass was again measured. The difference between the masses before and after the furnace was regarded as the mass of the binder contained in those granules. The volume of the binder can thus be calculated according to its density. was uniformed distributed into the granules during the agglomeration. This is due to the fact that the initial granular nuclei are produced from the breakage of the paste in which the primary particles and the binder are well-mixed before the granular phase is produced.
The slightly higher volume fraction of binder shown in this graph contained in small and large granules was due to the experimental errors. This is because the granules at each position r after sieved, the quantities of small and large granules were only a few grams as can be seen from their A c c e p t e d M a n u s c r i p t 8 size distribution plots as shown in Fig. 7 of Section 4.1. These few grams of granules caused the errors in measurement after the binder eliminated from the granules in the trend seemingly they have lost more masses than other sizes of granules in the furnace. That is the reason why they looked having slightly higher binder content than others. However, this error should be neglected and the granules should be regarded to contain approximately the same content of binder as they all come from a particle and binder well mixed paste.
Theoretical analysis
The velocity profile
A velocity profile is proposed for the paste and the granular flow induced by the centrifugal pressure and the extrusion as illustrated in Fig. 1 . With the cylindrical coordinates as also shown in Fig. 1 , the velocities are:
where  is the angular velocity of the bottom disk, and u , v , w are the velocity components in r ,  and z directions. It is worth pointing out that u can not be applied to the situation where r < 0 r particularly to r  0 as the flow at r < 0 r is discontinuous. Let U be the velocity vector and
, it can thus be proven that:
and
Eq.s (5) and (6) confirm that the velocity profile satisfies the mass balance.
The deformation rate  (s -2 ) (Bird et al., 1960) is:
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Substituting (4a-c) into Eq. (7) 
For this two-dimensional flow (b<<R), the in situ z-averaged deformation rate is: 
The plots of  against r for Q 1 and Q 2 and the plot of 
PB modelling
The PB equation in agglomeration form is:
where
) is the number density of granules, V and s are the volume sizes of granules.
From left to right, the first term of (11) describes the change of the number density of particles V in time and the second term tells the migration rate of particles V in spatial coordinates; the third term gives the birth rate of particles V due to aggregation between particles V- and ; and, the ) is the agglomeration kernel also the function of particle size, time and spatial coordinates.
In this study, because of the steady state process and the two-dimensional model, Eq. (11) can be changed to:
where n and  are now only the function of particle size and r. u is the in situ z-averaged velocity 
The agglomeration kernel
The agglomeration kernel  must be determined before Eq. (12) can be solved to provide the numerical solution for n. In general, agglomeration kernels are the geometric characteristic of particle collisions and used to calculate the collision rate. The use of the kernels, for instance the application of coalescence kernels for wet granulation PB modelling (Ennis and Litster, 1997; Liu and Litster, 2002) , is mostly empirical and depends on the understanding of the practical process and the modeller's experience with PB simulation. As suggested (Sastry, 1975 ) and now it is widely accepted that  can be split into an inherent agglomeration rate 0  and a size dependence f; thus for this steady state process, we have:
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As can be seen from Fig. 4 , the binder can be regarded as uniformly distributed into the granules of different sizes at different positions. This indicates that every individual granule has the same chance to agglomerate with other granules, which means that any size of individual granules have no preference in agglomerating with any other sizes of granules and the same to themselves.
This suggests that the agglomeration of the granules in this study may be considered to be size independent. Therefore, we have (12) changed to:
Integrating this equation on both sides over the domain of variable V from 0 to  yields: 
Results and discussion
Results presented in this section are mainly concerned with the PB modelling prediction in PSD and the granulation rate composed of the inherent agglomeration rate, processing variables and experimental parameters. The PB modelling predicted PSDs are used to compare with that of the A c c e p t e d M a n u s c r i p t 12 experimental measurements in order to justify the model. The granulation rate is analysed to provide suggestions for controlling the growth rate of granule size through controlling process variables and experimental parameters.
PB simulation
Taking the determined 0  values into Eq. (15), the simulation is carried out with an initial PSD to predict the PSDs at other radial positions. The initial PSD is set to be the PSD measured at the outside edge of the paste area, i.e., the PSDs at r = 9.0cm and 10.4cm for Q 1 and Q 2 , respectively. ( Fig. 7) As can be seen from Fig. 7 , despite some slight under-predictions in the PSD representation of the experimental data, it is still true to say that the PB simulation can largely predict the change of PSD in r especially from the agreement between the modelling and experimental results for the total number and the mean sizes of granules as shown in the corresponding graphs of this figure.
The under-prediction is due to the peak broadening of the PB modelled PSD. This is because the agglomeration rate is determined by Eq. (18), which is associated with the total number of particles at each position r but not necessarily reflecting the shape of each size distribution; so is the fitted rate value 0  that does not necessarily contain the information of the PSDs either. However, this is the only method that is practically available to determine the agglomeration rate from experiments. Therefore, the correctness of the PB simulation relies on entirely the PB method itself whether it truly reflects the mechanism of the process.
In addition, the PB simulation started from the initial PSDs which are quite wide distributed in terms of particle size span as the ones seen in Fig. 7 for r = 9.0cm and 10. A c c e p t e d M a n u s c r i p t 13 quite dramatic narrowing in terms of the size span, which has resulted in a large increase of the peak value at the modal size. However, the PB simulation using the agglomeration rate determined by Eq. (18) can only compute the PSDs from the initial ones in a more gradually progressive way, as mentioned above the fitted value 0  does not contain the shape information of the size distributions. Therefore, compared to that of the experiments, the PB modelled PSDs have slightly wider peak values. However, except for this slightly peak broadening, the PB modelled PSDs have rightly followed the shape development of the experimental PSDs and correctly predicted the change of the mean size and total number of granules at each position r.
The granulation rate and the deformation rate
According to Eq. (17), let:
Since 0  is the inherent agglomeration rate, Substituting u in Eq. (19) by expression (13) and taking (10) into account to eliminate the variable r, we have:
As 0  can be regarded as a constant, expression (20) thus establishes a relationship between the granulation rate and the deformation rate. It suggests how quick the granules will grow in r depends on the deformation rate applied to the granules. (20) suggests that to obtain large granules in a short distance along the radial direction of the disks, a low flow rate may be required and a high angular velocity  will also be useful as the increase of  increases  along with r.
Once all the parameters and variables that make up the * 0  are fixed, the PSD at any r is entirely predictable thus becomes deterministic. Optimising the design of the agglomerator and the process of the granulation will only require * 0  to be the basis on how to achieve its maximum value in a practical way. For instance, if the diameter 2R of the disks and the rotation speed  of the bottom disk are fixed, increasing the gab 2b between the two disks and reducing the flow rate Q of the paste become the only ways to maximise * 0  thus to maximise the rate of the granules' growth.
However, on one hand, reducing flow rate will increase the processing time thus may not be practically applicable. On the other hand, increasing the gap between the two disks will require larger driving power from the extruder to drive the paste and granules to flow thus results in more energy consumption.
Another example is, if the flow rate Q and the rotation speed  of the bottom disk are determined, the ways to increase the granule size in the granulation are to increase the gap 2b between the two disks and increase the diameter 2R of the disks so that the granules have a longer distance to travel in order to grow larger as shown in the predicted mean size graphs (lines) in Fig. 7 .
Such information is useful in not only designing the size of the equipment but also in determining the processing variables, e.g. Q and  for the equipment to provide a particular granule size at a particular position; namely, once the size of the equipment (R and b) and the Page 15 of 30 A c c e p t e d M a n u s c r i p t 15 processing variables such as Q and  are determined, the PSD at any r is determined and can be calculated by the PB simulation. Therefore, to optimise the design of the agglomerator and the agglomeration process will depend on the specific cases and circumstances. Nevertheless, the parameters and variables that make up the granulation rate * 0  remain in the centre of the discussion.
Conclusions
The PB modelling for a FIPI based novel agglomeration process is presented in this paper with a velocity profile that is proposed to describe the flow of the paste and the granules. It is found that using a steady state agglomeration PB model, the PSDs of the granules at different positions along the radial direction can be well represented. It is also found that the inherent agglomeration rate can be regarded as a constant that results in the granulation rate being linearly related to the radial position of the granules. This makes possible establish a relationship between the granulation rate and the deformation rate, which can then be used to interpret such an agglomeration process in a fundamental aspect that the mechanical dissipation provides the energy for the granules to agglomerate. However, the effective way to change the granulation rate is to change the flow rate as the granulation rate is directly related to the radial velocity of the granules which is provided by the radial flow of the granules. It is hoped that these results can be used to improve the design of the processing unit in its size and to optimise the processing variables such as the angular velocity and the flow rate in order to control the final PSD of the granular products at any particular radial positions.
It should be mentioned, although the velocity profile satisfies the mass continuity theoretically, its validity still remains to be examined experimentally. This is an ongoing research being carried out together with the analysis of the heat transfer for the process of paste flow and solidification which leads to the breakup of the paste into the initial granular nuclei. 
